LoD Offroad
Ford F250 – Front Bumper
Installation Instructions
Please read through the instructions before beginning
any part of the installation process.

1) Remove the OEM front bumper. Remove the center plastic cover to access
front bumper bolts underneath.

2) Remove tow point bolts and remove bumper from the frame.
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3) Remove the wiring harness from the factory bumper.

4) Slide bumper mounts onto frame and place ½” X 1 ¾” bolts and nuts through
the frame side wall. Second set of slots require drilling holes through the frame.

5) Insert the three ½” X 1 ¾” bolts and washers on top of the frame and place
nuts on the underside.
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6) Tightly secure the bumper mount ½” bolts and nuts to the frame.

7) Ready the LoD bumper for installation. It is helpful to use a rolling pallet lift to
align and hold the bumper during the mounting process.
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8) Mount any lights at this time or place blank light bezels over the light opening
in the bumper. It is also recommended to do the light wiring at this time.

9) Take the OEM wiring harness and cut the ends. Use splice connectors to
connect the harness to the new lights attached to the bumper.
Note: If installing a winch, then place winch and fair lead on bumper at this
time as it may be difficult to access once the bumper is attached.
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10) Bumper mount slots.

11) The 3 frame mount slots on vehicle correspond with the 3 slots on the
bumper.
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12) Align LoD bumper mount slots to the frame mount slots on vehicle. Get 5/8”
bolts and nuts started but leave loose for positioning.

13) Check the gap between the bumper and grill area. We recommend ½” gap
between the head lights and bumper. Also check the bumper ends and center to
the vehicle. The bumper will usually slightly raise when tightening the mounting
bolts.
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Measure
and make
both sides
the same
distance
from
wheel well

14) Align bumper in the left and right and up and down directions and check for
level. When bumper is in position, then tighten the mounting bolts. Use wire ties
to secure any loose harness cables. Installation Complete!

For tech support questions or comments call LoD at 877-390-9584 or 765385-0631 Thank you
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